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ABSTRACT 

Smart antennasystems have received much attention in the last few years because they can increase 

system capacity by dynamically tuning out interference while focusing on the intended user.  

In this paper, we focused our research on the performance of two kinds of smart antenna receivers. An 

analytical model is proposed for evaluating the BER performance using a closed-form expression. Also, 

for the adaptive array, a simple way to account the multi-access interference can be exploited to evaluate 

the average probability of error when the users are randomly distributed within an angular sector. 

The proposed model confirms the benefits of adaptive antennas in reducing the overall interference level 

(intercell/intracell) and to find an accurate approximation of the error probability. 

In the two kinds of receivers, we assessed the impact of smart antenna systems and we considered the 

case of conventional single antenna receiver model as reference (single user/single antenna). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

WIRELESS communication has enjoyed explosive growth over the past decade. A substantial 

increase in the development of broadband wireless access technologies for evolving wireless 

Internet services and improved cellular systems has been observed. 

A major limitation in capacity is co-channel interference caused by the increasing number of 

users. The other impairment contributing to the reduction of system performance and capacity is 

Multiple Access Interference (MAI). Hence, current research activities are focused on reducing 

these impairments. 

On approach that has shown real promise for substantial capacity enhancement is the use of 

spatial processing with adaptive antenna arrays. Antenna arrays can be thought of as spatial 

filters in the sense that they can be used to form a beam toward the desired user while spatially 

rejecting the interferers outside the beam. 

In a typical mobile environment, signals from users arrive at different angles to the base station 

and hence antenna arrays can be used to an advantage. Each multipath of a user may arrive at a 

different angle, and this angle spread can be exploited using an antenna array[1,2]. 

The deployment of smart antennas for wireless communication has emerged as one of the 

leading technologies for achieving high efficiency networks that maximize capacity and 

improve quality and coverage [1]. 
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The Bit Error Ratio (BER) is considered to be one of the most important performance measures 

for communication systems and hence it has been extensively studied. 

In our paper, we propose a novel approach to evaluate the average probability of error by 

considering an approximation of the spatial filter. Hence, we will derive an analytical model for 

evaluating the mean BER of two smart antenna receivers. 

The analysis is performed assuming Rayleigh and Ricean fading multipath environments. We 

assume to employ two types of smart antenna receivers: The BPSK smart antenna receiver and 

the OQPSK smart antenna receiver. An analytical model provides rapid and accurate assessment 

of the smart antenna system performance under a variety of active users and channel scenarios. 

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In section 2we introducethe system model, 

followed by thesmart antenna receiver models in section 3. The average probability analysis and 

computation results are provided in section 4 and section 5 respectively. We conclude in section 

6. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

2.1.Signal Model with BPSK modulation: 

As a preliminary step, let us introduce the scenario wherein the adaptive antenna operates. We 

consider a DS-CDMA wireless network with K subscribers. The base station is equivalent with 

a uniform linear array (ULA) of M equi-spaced identical elements (Figure1). 

The array receives the signals from the K subscribers located in the far field zone of the array. 

We assume that all the signals are uncorrelated and each user transmits a binary phase-shift 

keying (BPSK) symbols. 

The base band equivalent model is considered for asynchronous modulation waveforms S��t�, S��t�, … S	�t�. The transmitted signal of the K�� user is: 

x��t� � �b�� S��t � iT��  (1) 

b�� � ��1,�1�is the i�� transmitted BPSK symbol and Tis the symbol interval.The user’s signal x��t�propagates through a multipath channel, θ� is the DoA of the k�� user.The impulse 

response can be written as: 

h��t� � � α�,�δ!t � τ�,�#$
�%�  (2) 

Wherein α�,� and τ�,� are the complex gain and delay of the m�� path. We assume thatall the 

users have the same number of pathsL, the delay τ�,� � (0, T( have increasing values: 0 *τ�,� * τ�,� * + * τ�,$ , -, for .k. 

In Figure 1 the spatial response of the array due to an incident plane wave from θ� direction is 

modeled by the array steering vector a�θ�� [3], [4].Wherein a�θ�� is the M1 1 vector that 

describes the array response to the DoA θ�, and the n�� element for a linear of half-wavelength 

spaced antennas is: 

 (a�θ��34 � exp��j�n � 1�π sin θ�� (3) 
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Figure 1.Uniform linear array geometry. 

 

 

2.2.System Model with OQPSK modulation: 

The choice of the second model is based on the reverse link (mobile to base station) of the 3G 

CDMA 2000 Systems. We consider K the total number of active Mobile Stations (MS) in the 

system, which are randomly distributed in the azimuthal direction, along the arc boundary of the 

sector cell in the far field of the array. For simplicity, the conventional encoder and interleaver 

are ignored (this approach is widely used [5] for wireless communication systems employing 

multiple antennas). 

In fact, the signals, transmitted by the K users, pass through a multipath channel and are 

received by the BS array antenna. The location of each MS is identified by its Angle of Arrival 

(AoA) θ�, which is conventionally measured from the array broadside. The BS receiver is 

equipped with a conventional Maximum Signal to Noise Ratio beamformer followed by an L 

finger non-coherent RAKE combiner [6]. 

Figure 2 presents the block diagram of the reverse link MS transmitter used in 3G CDMA 2000 

systems. We assume that the MS transmitter of each user employs Offset Quadrature Phase 

Shift Keying (OQPSK) M-ary orthogonal modulation. The OQPSK modulation can be viewed 

as two independent BPSK signals. 

The resultant signal goes into the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channels simultaneously. 

The transmitted signal s� of the k�� user can be written as [7]: 

 s��t� � W��;��t�a��<��t� cos�ω@t� � W��;��t � TA�a��B��t � TA� sin�ω@t� (4) 

Where q � 1,2,… , Q, W��;��t� is a Hadamard-Walsh function of dimension Q which represents 

the q�� orthogonal signal of the k�� user’s long code sequence, a��t� is the k�� user’s long code 

sequence, a��<��t� and a��B��t� are the in-phase and quadrature phase pseudo-noise (PN) 

sequences, TA � T 2⁄  is the  delay for OQPSK signals. 

The power of each user is assumed unity (perfect power control). To simplify our study the PN 

codes are presented as follows: 

a��<��t� � �a�,G�<��t�G p�t � TH� (5) 
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a��B��t� � �a�,G�B��t�G p�t � TH� (6) 

 

Where a�,G�<�
 and a�,G�B�

 are i.i.d variables taking the values I1 with equal probability and p�t� is 
the chip pulse shape which is assumed to be rectangular. 

The equation (4) can be written as follows: 

 

s��t� � J KLW��;��t�a��<��t� � j W��;��t � TA�a��B��t � TA�N eOPQR�S 
s��t� � JTs�U �t�eOPQR�V (7) 

 

Where s�U �t� � S��<��t� � jS��B��t� is the complex low pass equivalent of the transmitted signal. 

 

Figure1: Block diagram of mobile station transmitter 

The k�� user propagates through a multipath channel with (AoA) θ�. We use the channel model 

presented in chapter 3. The complex equivalent representation of the channel impulse response 

between the l�� multipath of the k�� user and the n�� element of array antenna is presented as 

follows: hX�,Y,4�t� � β�,YeOP[\],^_�`ab�4O�� c�4 d]eδ!t � τf�,Y# 
hX�,Y,4�t� � β�,YeOPg],^,hδ!t � τf�,Y# (8) 

where β�,Y, Φ�,Y and τf�,Y are the path gain, phase and delay respectively, φ�,Y,4 is the overall 

phase which includes the path phase and the difference in propagation delays between the 

antennas. In this case of transmitter we assume that path gains follow the Rayleigh and Ricean 

distributions respectively. 
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To simplify our work, we assume that multipath channel parameters β�,Y�t� and φ�,Y,4�t� remain 

constant in the duration of Walsh symbol [8], so β�,Y�t� � β�,Y  and  φ�,Y,4�t� � φ�,Y,4 for  tk(0, Tl3  , where Tl is the Walsh symbol period. 

 

 

3. SMART ANTENNA RECEIVER MODEL: 

3.1. The BPSK Receiver Model: 

After the Beamforming with the  M 1 1 spatial filter wn for the p��user, the output of the p�� 

filter matched to un�t� for the n�� element of antenna is: 

y4 n⁄ (j3 � qunr !t � τn,4 � jT#r�t� dt (9) 

y4/n(j3 � ��b�� G!θ�/n#�β�,Yρ�,n [�i � j�T � τn,4 � τ�,Ye$
Y%� � σηz4/n(j3�

	
�%�  (10) 

 G!θ�/n# � wn{. a�θ��, where wn{  is the weight vector and H denotes Hermitian transpose: is the 

spatial gain of the beamformer designed for the angleθn.And ρ�,n�τ� � }u��t � τ�unr �t�dt  is 
the cross correlation function between signatures. 

The matched filter output contains the self-interference ISI and the MUI. The self-interference 

ISI is written by this equation: 

y4/n<~< �j� � G!θn/n#�bn� �βn,Yρn,n [�i � j�T � τn,4 � τn,Ye$
Y%��  (11) 

The MUI is: 

y4/n��<�j� � � �b�� G!θ�/n#�β�,Yρ�,n [�i � j�T � τn,4 � τ�,Ye$
Y%��

	
�%�,��n  (12) 

The noise power after the Beamforming is σ� M⁄  . To make the analytic evaluation of error 

probability computation feasible, we have to assume that the waveforms are randomly generated 

on each BPSK symbol with outcome uniform on ��1,�1�. 
 

3.1.1. MUD Receiver with Adaptive antennas 

The use of adaptive antennas in MUD receivers is expected to be effective mainly in reducing 

intercell interference. However, to evaluate the advantage of the array processing in reduction of 

intercell interference, a simplified model can be viewed as a synchronous model with an 

increased number of fictitious users. Therefore, the synchronous model for one path, τ�,� �τ�,� � +τ	,� � 0for .k , is considered here as a useful example to gain insights on the array 

processing gain in MUD [9].The received signal after spatial filtering and despreading is: 

 

y�,n(j3 � ��b�PP   β�,�G!θ� n⁄ #ρ�,n	
�%� � σηzn(j3 (13) 

for p � 1,2, … , K  
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3.1.2. Array Gain Approximation 

In our thesis, we assume that the approximation of the array gain G!θ� �⁄ # is for conventional 

Beamforming (l � 1 is the user of interest) w� � ��d���  . 

The angular gain function for conventional Beamforming is: 

G�θ|θ�� � a�θ��{a�θ� M⁄  (14) 

�G�;�θ|θ����that models the passband (or in-beam) with support f����θ�� � (θ� �θ�l�θ��, θ� � θ�l�θ��3 with a linear gain and the out-beam (with support f�����θ�� with an 

equivalent attenuation αA). The gain can be approximated by [9]: 

�G�;�θ|θ���� � �1 � 12 |θ � θ�|θ�l�θ�� for θ �  f����θ��αA                         for θ �  f�����θ��� (15) 

 

The beamwidthθ�l�θ�� depends on the number of antennas M and θ�. The support θ � f����θ�� � f�����θ�� covers all the admissible AoAs (120° angular sector). 

For small deviations from the broadside (for θ� � 0°), the beamwidth θ�l can be transformed 

into the beamwidth for any value θ� by: 

θ�l�θ�� � θ�lcos θ� (16) 

In the Beamforming operation, the signals received by the antenna elements are weighted and 

then summed up. 

 

 

3.2. The OQPSK Receiver Model: 

The receiver is divided in four main blocks which can be identified as follows: (1) the array 

antenna block, (2) the PN despreading, (3) the Beamforming and (4) Walsh correlation and 

demodulation. We will explain the function of each block: 

The first step of the receiver is to obtain the quadrature components at each antenna. We 

multiply the received waveforms by cos�ω@t� and  sin�ω@t� respectively and then Low Pass 

Filtering (LPF) to remove the double frequency components that results from multiplication 

[10]. The output of the I-channel and Q-channel low pass filter is given by:  r�,Y,4�<� �t� � �r�,Y,4�t� cos�ω@t��$�� 
(17) 

 � �β�,YW��;�!t � τ�,Y#a��<�!t � τ�,Y# cosφ�,Y,42� β�,YW��;�!t � TA � τ�,Y#a��B�!t � TA � τ�,Y# sinφ�,Y,42 �� η�<��t� r�,Y,4�B� �t� � �r�,Y,4�t� sin�ω@t��$�� 
(18)  � �β�,YW��;�!t � τ�,Y#a��B�!t � TA � τ�,Y# cosφ�,Y,42� β�,YW��;�!t � TA � τ�,Y#a��<�!t � τ�,Y# sinφ�,Y,42 �� η�B��t� 
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The complex low pass of the received signal can be written as: 

r��,Y,4�t� � r�,Y,4�<� �t� � jr�,Y,4�B� �t� (19) 

After filtering, each path is detected by one of the fingers immediately following the radio-

frequency stages. 

The complex low pass equivalent of the post PN-despread signal is given as y��,Y,4�t� : 
y��,Y,4�t� � y�,Y,4�<� �t� � jy�,Y,4�B� �t� (20) 

 

The despreading sequences are denoted as [11]: a��t� � a��<�!t � τ�,Y# � ja��B�!t � TA � τ�,Y# 
We can also write as follows: 

y�,Y,4�<� �t� � JT!a��t�, r��,Y,4�t�#V � r�,Y,4�<� �t�a��<�!t � τ�,Y# � r�,Y,4�B� �t�a��B�!t � TA�τ�,Y# (21) 

y�,Y,4�B� �t� � �T!a��t�, r��,Y,4�t�#V � r�,Y,4�<� �t�a��B�!t � TA � τ�,Y# � r�,Y,4�B� �t�a��<�!t�τ�,Y# (22) 

Where  �a, b� � a · brthe product between complex numbers. y��,Y,4can be written in vector notation as: Y�,Y � �y�,Y,�, y�,Y,�, … , y�,Y,��� (23) 

In the next step, the signal after PN despreading is combined by the beamformer. In the 

Beamforming operation, the signals received by antenna elements are weighted by complex 

weights and then summed up. 

The smart antenna output is given by: Z�,Y � !W�,Y#{Y�,Y 
 

(24) 

ZX�,Y�t� � Z�,Y�<��t� � jZ�,Y�B��t� 
 

(25) 

Where W�,Y is the Beamforming weight vector given by: W�,Y � �W�,Y,�,W�,Y,�, … ,W�,Y,���        

(26) 

To simplify our work, we assume that the weights are set as W�,Y � h�,Y and these vector 

channel coefficients are assumed to be perfectly known. This provides the best case system 

performance. 

The last step is the correlation of the smart antenna output with stored replicas of the Walsh 

functions to form the decision variable for demodulation. 

 

The output of the q�� Walsh correlator�q � 1,2,… , Q� for single antenna is: 

Z�,Y�<��q� � 1Tlq LZ�,Y�<�W�;�!t � τ�,Y# � Z�,Y�<�W�;�!t � TA � τ�,Y#N dt��_�],^
�],^  

 

(27) 
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Z�,Y�B��q� � 1Tlq LZ�,Y�B�W�;�!t � τ�,Y# � Z�,Y�B�W�;�!t � TA � τ�,Y#N dt��_�],^
�],^  

 

(28) 

The decision variable for the l�� multipath of the k�� user is obtained from the previous values: u�,Y�q� � [Z�,Y�<�e� � [Z�,Y�B�e� 
(29) 

The overall decision variable is obtained by Equal Gain Combining (EGC) of all the decision 

variables from the L multipaths as [12]: 

u��q� � �u�,Y�q�$
Y%� � ��[Z�,Y�<�e� � [Z�,Y�B�e� $

Y%�  

(30) 

Finally, the receiver makes a hard decision on the q�� symbol of the k�� user by using the 

Maximum Likelihood Criteria rule as: q¡ � arg;%�,…,Bmax�u��q�� (31) 

4. ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS 

4.1. Error Probability for BPSK receiver model: 

In CDMA system with adaptive antenna array of antennas, the effect of spatial filter is to 

enhance the differences in the power of interfering users. 

The average error probability of a generic adaptive antenna receiver is given by [9] 

P���O¤��E� � � η	¦χ�η, K, K<� ¨K � 1K< © P���O¤��E�	O�
	¦%A

 (32) 

Where K< denotes the number of in-beam interferers, �K � K< � 1� is the number of out-beam 

interferers, Pª��O¤� is the probability of bit error for the scalar (single) antenna receiver, depends 

on the Beamforming criterion exploited and χ are defined as [9] 

η � 2θ�l∆θ  (33) 

χ � �1 � η�	O	¦O� (34) 

We will consider in this section, the two cases of receiver with no-fading channel and in 

Rayleigh fading channels 

 

 
4.1.1. Error Probability in No-fading Channels 

The average error probability for asynchronous CDMA systems has been widely investigated. A 

simple but accurate approximation was derived under the Gaussian approximation (for random 

spreading sequence of length N) with M=1 is given by [9]: 

P���O¤��E� � Q ¬σ�A� � K<3N±
O�/�² � 12³

´1 � 1
µ1 � ¶·�· � 	¦¸¹º

» (35) 

Q(. 3is the Gaussian Q-function. 
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The error probability for an adaptive array of M antennas can be obtained by substituting (35) in 

(32) gives an approximation for the error probability for an adaptive antenna array receiver. 

P���O¤��E� � � η	¦χ�η, K, K<� ¨K � 1K< ©Q ¼½ σ�MA� � γ�K<�¿O�/�À	O�
	¦%A

 (36) 

 

Where: 

γ�K<� � K<4N � αA K � K< � 13N  (37) 

Denotes the equivalent noise increasing due to the multi-access interference. 

 

 
4.1.2. Error probability in Rayleigh fading Channels 

In this section, we extend the concepts discussed above to the Rayleigh fading case.  

The error probability of BPSK for propagation over Rayleigh faded channel (K=1 and M=1) is 

given by [11]: 

P���O¤��E� � 12³
´1 � 1

µ1 � ¶·¶Â·º
» (38) 

The overall impairment is the superposition of the AWGN and  K< interferers. 

The error probability for asynchronous CDMA with K< interferers is equivalent to the error 

probability for two fictitious interferers per actual interferer [13], thus doubling the overall 

number of interferers. The power of the interference (for random spreading sequence of length 

N)isσ<� � 2σ��K< 3N⁄ . The error probability of the asynchronous CDMA system for Rayleigh 

fading channel and with one antenna becomes: 

P���O¤��E� � 12³
´1 � 1

µ1 � ¶·¶Â· � �	¦¸¹º
» (39) 

 
The error probability for an adaptive array of M antennas can be obtained by substituting (39) to 

(32) and increasing the overall noise to signal ratio accordingly: 

 

P���O¤��E� � � η	¦χ�η, K, K<� ¨K � 1K< ©Q ¼½ σ�Mσ�� � γ�K<�¿O�/�À	O�
	¦%A

 (40) 

where 

γ�K<� � K<2N � 2αA K � K< � 13N  (41) 

 

 

4.2. Error Probability for OQPSK receiver model: 

4.2.1. Error probability for Rayleigh fading channel 

For Rayleigh fading channels, the mean BER for a conventional receiver with single antenna 

(without Beamforming) with L-fold multipath diversity and Equal Gain Combining (EGC) is 

given by [10]: 
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P���O¤��E�
� M/2M � 1 � [M� 1m e ��1��_��1 �m �mρ�$ � CY�m� [L � l � 1l e ¨ 1 � ρ1 �m �mρ©Y

��$O��
Y%A

�O�
�%�  

(42) 

Where CY�m� is given by [10]: 

CY�m� �
ÄÅ
Æ
ÅÇ1l �¨lq© (�m � 1�q � l3Y

;%� CYO;�m�  ;  l * L � 1
1l �¨lq© (�m � 1�q � l3$O�
;%� CYO;�m�        ;  l É Ê

� (43) 

CA�m� � 1for all m. 

For the case of no multipath diversity �L � 1�; (42) reduces to: 

P���O¤��E� � M/2M� 1 � [M� 1m e ��1��_�1 � m�mρ
�O�
�%�  (44) 

ρ � Ë�_ ·ÌÍRË�	O��. 
 

4.2.2. Error probability for Ricean fading channel 

For Ricean Fading Channels, the mean BER for a conventional receiver with single antenna 

(without Beamforming) is given by [14]: 

P���O¤��E� � M/2M � 1 � [M� 1m e ��1��_�1 �m�mδ� exp ¨ �mδ�1 � m�mδ�©
�O�
�%�  (45) 

where the variables δ� et δ� are given by: 

δ� � ρ1 � �	Î
 (46) 

δ� � ρ1 � KÏ (47) 

KÏis the Rice factor. 

 

 

5. COMPUTATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

5.1. Simulation results for BPSK receiver: 

Figure 3 illustrates the average BER versus the number of users K for no-fading and Rayleigh 

fading channels (L � 1 path), for M � 8,16 antennas. It can be noticed that the same average 

BER can be obtained by doubling the number of antennas M and the number of users K either 

for no-fading or fading channels. 

Figure 4 shows the average BER versus the number of users K for propagation over L paths 

frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel (for L=1,2,4). The figures demonstrate either for 

varying SNR (previous section) or increasing number of users that multipath channels (large L) 

and angular diversity can significantly improve the performance when exploited jointly. 
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Figure 3: Average BER versus the number of users K for no-fading and Rayleigh fading 

channels for L=1 path, M=8,16 antennas 

 

Figure 5: Average BER versus the number of users K in multipath L=1,2, 4 for Rayleigh fading 

channels with M=8 and 16 antennas 

Figure 3 and figure 4, illustrate both the effect of varying the number of users and the number of 

antennas by doubling the number of antennas in each case (M=8 and 16). Also, it can be noticed 

that the same average BER can be obtained by doubling the number of antennas M and the 

number of users K either for no-fading or Rayleigh fading channels (for L � 1). Therefore, as a 

rule of thumb, the average performance (or the level of the in-beam interference) remains the 

same as far as the ratio M/K remains constant. 
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5.2. Simulation results for OQPSK receiver 

5.2.1. Ricean fading channels: 

Figure 5 shows the average BER versus Eª/NA for M � 8 antennas, K � 1 user with single path 

assuming Ricean fading with Rice factor KÏ � 1,5,7,10 dB respectively. 

We also show as reference the performance in Rayleigh fading (corresponding to KÏ � �∞ dB) 

and conventional receiver (M � 1 with no Beamforming). 

From Figure 5, it can be noticed that Beamforming improves the performance of the system. We 

realize that for low values of Rice factor, the performance is very close to the performance in 

Rayleigh fading. However for larger Rice factors, there is a tremendous improvement in the 

average BER. The simulation results show good agreements with analytical results for different 

Ricean factors. 

 

Figure 5: Average BER versus Eb/N0 for M=6 antennas, K=1 with L=1 path for Ricean and 

Rayleigh fading channels (for Ricean fading KR=1,5,7,10dB) 

Figure 6 illustrates the average BER versus number of users K for 
ÕÖ¹× � 10dB,M � 6, L � 1 

path/user in Ricean fading channel with different Rice factors. It is also shown as reference 

curves for single antenna and Rayleigh fading channels. 

The figure shows that as the number of users increases, the performance of the system gradually 

deteriorates. 

However, as for the case of a single user, there is an improvement in performance with the 

increase in KÏ. Also, we can realize that for a specific number of users K=15, we notice that for 

KR=5dB over Ricean fading channel, the BER improves by approximately a factor of 4 versus 

the Rayleigh fading channel case. The figure shows that the analytical model provides a good 

much with simulation results for multi-user scenarios as well. 
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Figure 6: Average BER versus number of users K for Eb/N0=10dB, M=6 antennas, L=1 

path/user in Rayleigh and Ricean channels 

 

5.2.2. Rayleigh fading channels: 

Figure 7 illustrates the average BER versus number of users, for Eª/NA � 10dB for M � 1,4,6 

and 8 in Rayleigh channels �L � 1,2�. We always compare with the reference curves for single 

antenna �M � 1�, it is clear that Beamforming improves the performance of the system 

considerably. We can realize from the figure that as the number of users increases, the analytical 

model provides a closer match with simulation results. 

 

Figure 5: Average BER versus the number of users K for Eb/N0=10dB, M=1,4,6,8 in Rayleigh 

fading channels (L=1,2) 
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6. CONCLUSIONS: 

This paper focused on the performance of smart antenna receiver with two types of modulation 

in the transmitted model (BPSK modulation and non-coherent M-ary orthogonal modulation) in 

Rayleigh and Ricean fading environments. 

A simple analytical model has been proposed which evaluates merely the BER performance 

using a closed-form expression. The results obtained using this analytical model show good 

agreements with the simulation results. 

An important parameter of the Adaptive antenna receiver with regards to quality and capacity of 

reducing interference is the number of users. That’s why; we focused our work in varying the 

number of users and also to compare the BER performance. 

In the two cases, we assessed the impact of smart antenna systems, we considered the case of 

conventional single antenna receiver model as reference (single user/ single antenna lower band 

for AWGN). 

Also, we showed in simulations that we can influence in the number of antennas to evaluate 

BER. The BER is expected to fall well below the optimum when more number of antennas is 

used, but with a trade-off of increased cost and complexity. Besides, we noticed that the average 

performance (or the level of the in-beam interference) remains the same as far as the ratio Ù Ú⁄  

remains constant. 

A continuation of the study, which we have already started, is to evaluate the average BER in 

forward link (base to mobiles) where each user experience the same temporal channel for all the 

received signals. In this case, the beamforming at the base station is decoupled from the receiver 

at the mobile terminals. In addition, the beamforming design could be synergic with the MUD 

receiver at mobiles. 
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